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Introduction

Vertical vibration with large acceleration was observed in KOBE earthquake lin
1995.

Concerning PWR fuel assembly, though the vertical response has be$n
caliculated by a static analysis, rt had better be calculated by a dynamic analysis lin
detail.

Furthermore, mutual effects between horizontal and vertical motions attract oUr
attention.

For these reasons, a dynamic analysis method in the vertical direction was
developed and linked with the previously developed method in the horizontal
direction. This is the method that takes effect of vertical vibration into the horizontal
vibration analysis as the change of horizontal stiffness, which is brought by axial
compressive force.

In this paper, fundamental test results for developing the method are introduced
and summary of the advanced method's procedure and analysis results are also
described.

Mechanical Tests

Before improving analysis method, mechanical tests of the fuel assembly wete
performed to examine the hopping beftavfor, the mutual effects between the vertical
and the horizontal vibration arad t ie dr*o$ behavior, and so on. 17x17 type mock-up
fuel assembly with 9gfids was used for 9m test.

The summary of the mechanical tests is as follows.
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Vertical Vibration Test with the Shaking Table

It is considered that fuel assembly hops in case vertical acceleration exceeds
certain acceleration level.

To confirm the acceleration when the hopping occurred, vertical vibration test
was performed.

The schematic figure of the test is shown in Fig.1.
The fuel assembly was vibrated vertically from the bottom by a shaking table.

Test parameters were as follows.
- Axial load on fuel assembly: 0.49kN, 0.98kN
- Vibration acceleration : LOG, 1.3G, 1.5G
- Vibration frequency : 20Hz

During the test, vertical amplitudes of the top nozzle and the grids, relative
displacement between the bottom nozzle and the table and load on the table were
measured.

Weight of the fuel assembly was lightened by removing 2 / 3rd of all the fuel
rods, considering capacity of the shaking table.

Fig.2 shows the relative displacement between the bottom nozzle and the table
and the load on the table in the case of the axial load 0.49kN.

When the vibration acceleration was 1 .OG, the variation of the load on the
shaking table was sinusoidal shape, which indicated that there was no hopping.

In the case of 1.5G, no loading state was observed during the test. It was
confirmed that the hopping was occurred.

Relative displacement
between bottom nozzle
.and shaking table

Axial load

Guide roller

Load cell

Vibrator

Mock-up fuel assembly

Target

Laser displacement
censor

Load on bottom nozzle
(a) Vibration acceleration = 1 .OG

No loading state
(hopping)

Vibration

Fig.1 Schematic figure of vertical
vibration test with shaking table(in air)

(b) Vibration acceleration = 1.5G

Fig.2 Relative displacement
between bottom nozzle and table
and load on bottom nozzle
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Lugr -y
Horizontally pre-deformed
fuel assembly

Laser displacement censor
(horizontal)

Vertical Vibration Test with the Horizontally Pre-deformed Fuel Assembly

Vibrator
It is considered that the axial

stiffness of the horizontally displacedVibrating rod

fuel assembly decreases compared
with that of the non-displaced fuel ^f^I G u j d e ro)|er
assembly. So it seems that the vertical
vibration response of displaced fuel
assembly is different from that of the
non-displaced fuel assembly. And It
also seems that the change of the
vertical vibration affects on the
horizontal vibration response.

To confirm the mutual effects
between the vertical and horizontal Lugr ^ lace
response, vibration tests in the vertical Censor(vertical)
direction were conducted by using the
fuel assembly with horizontal pre-
deformation.

The schematic figure of the test is
shown in Fig.3.

Horizontal pre-deformation was
provided to the fuel assembly by
making use of the residual
deformation, which was caused by
slips between grid springs and fuel
rods while the fuel assembly was
laterally displaced at the middle grid.

Fuel assembly was vibrated at the
top nozzle in the vertical direction. The
vertical and horizontal amplitude of the
top nozzle and some grids were
measured during the test. And
variations of the vertical vibration characteristics were investigated. The test was
repeated with changing the amount of horizontal pre-deformation.

Two types of the test were performed. The former was vibrated at the 1st mode
natural frequency in the vertical direction and the later was vibrated at the 1st

mode natural frequency in the horizontal direction, respectively.

Vertical Vibration at the Natural frequency in the Vertical Direction

Vertical vibration test at the 1st mode natural frequency in the vertical direction
was performed to the fuel assembly having different amount of horizontal pre-
deformation. The frequency was about 60Hz.

The relations between pre-deformation and vertical amplitude under vertically
vibrated condition are shown in Fig.4. Though the amplitudes of pre-deformed
fuel assembly were about 30% larger than that of non-deformed fuel assembly,
the amplitudes of 5mm pre-deformed fuel assembly and 10mm pre-deformed
fuel assembly were almost equal. So it is confirmed that the variation of the
vertical amplitude caused by the pre-deformation does not become larger more

Fig.3 Schematic figure of vertical vibration
test with the horizontally pre-deformed
fuel assembly(in air)
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than about 30% of non-deformed fuel assembly.

The relations between pre-deformation and horizontal amplitude are shown in
Fig.5.

It is confirmed that the effect of the horizontal pre-deformation on the
horizontal amplitude is negligible. The largest variation of the horizontal
amplitude is about 1 % of the pre-deformation, so the variations are small in each
case.
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Vertical vibration test at the 1st mode
natural frequency in the horizontal
direction was also performed. The
frequency was about 4Hz.

The vertical amplitudes of the each
position were small, because the 1st

mode natural frequency in the
horizontal direction was different from
that in the vertical directions. And the
effect of the horizontal displacement on
the vertical vibration was negligible in
this case as well.

The relations between the pre-
deformation and the horizontal
amplitude of the representative
positions are shown in Fig.6.

As the horizontal pre-deformation increased, the horizontal amplitude
increased. The increase amount was not exceeding 10% of pre-deformation.
The horizontal amplitude maximized at the center of the fuel assembly, 5th grid,
the horizontal 1s t mode vibration was induced.

When the axial load was applied on the pre-deformed fuel assembly, the
bending momentum acted. This bending momentum induced the 1s t mocjle
vibration.

As the pre-deformation became larger, the bending momentum became
larger, which leads to the increase of the horizontal amplitude.
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Drop Test with the Horizontally Pre-deformed Fuel Assembly

When fuel assembly drops on the lower core plate after hopping, the impact
force acts on the fuel assembly.

Drop test with the horizontally pre-deformed fuel assembly was performed to
confirm whether the difference of the pre-deformation affected on the deformation
itself and the impact force.

The schematic figure of the test is shown in Fig.7.
The horizontal pre-deformation was provided with the method mentioned

previously. After this, the fuel assembly was lifted and then dropped on the table.
The axial and horizontal deformations of the representative position were
measured. The impact force between the bottom nozzle and the table was also
measured by load cell.

The test was repeated with changing the drop height and the amount of the
pre-deformation.

The relation between the impact velocity and the impact force is shown in Fig.8.
And the change of the 5th grid horizontal displacement is shown in Fig.9.

The effect of the pre-deformation is negligible in each figure.
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Evaluation by Advanced Method

According to the test results, the effect of the horizontal response on the vertical
response is small. And basically, the elfect of the vertical response on the horizontal
response is also small, but the horizontal response becomes slightly larger, when
the vertical vibration applies on the fuel assembly with the low frequency around t ie
horizontal natural frequency.

Therefore, the effect of the vertical response on the horizontal response is
considered in the advanced evaluation method.

Theory [1]

The advanced evaluation method is depending on the following theory
schematicaiy described in Fig. 10.

1) To calculate the axial force of each fuel assembly component resulted from
the vertical seismic acceleration throughout upper and lower core plates by
dynamic time-history analysts.

The fundamental equation is;
[Mv

1lpv)+[Cvy[v)+[Kv
}lj[y}--[My'ytVQ\ (1)

where [MV], [CV], [Ky]: mass, damping and stiffness matrices, respectively
\xv} : nodal displacement vector of fuel assembly
{A:KO} : vertical seismic acceleration vector on fuel assembly

Carrying out time-history analysis, displacement \xy} and the axial load of
each element {p} are obtained in both rod and thimble beams. More over, using
this method, the fuel assembly's Irft-up by vertical seismic acceleration can be
calculated. Though the fuel assembly is pressed down to lower core plate (LCP)
by holddown springs in core, vertical seismic acceleration will easily lift up fuel
assemblies because of the coolant flow in operative condition.

In such a case, fuel assembly is lifted up and then dropped down to the LCP,
the vibration characteristics of lifted-up fuel assembly and the impact force
between the fuel assembly and the LCP should be considered.

2) To calculate the horizontal seismic response by the dynamic time-history
analysis, which considers the change of horizontal vibration characteristics of fuel
assemblies affected by the axial force variation on fuel assembly.

The evaluation method by the dynamic analysis dealing with the only horizontal
motion has been already developed, and the vibration equation about the fuel
assembly's in core is shown in Eq.(2).

kfcMc«fc}+fcfc}-fcfco}+W (2)
where [MH], [CH], [KH], { X ^ } , {£„„} a r e matrices and displacement vectors
for horizontal vibration, { F } is a nodal force vector for reaction force at supporting
ends and impact force with adjacent grids.

Eq.(2) is only available for the horizontal vibration calculation under a constant
axial load condition.

In the case of the horizontal vibration with the vertical motion, however, the
horizontal vibration will be affected by the variation of axial load on fuel assembly,
which is corresponding to the fluctuation of seismic acceleration in reality.
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Therefore, the equation is modified as shown below in advanced method

And the equation can be approximfttely converted into,

where {x",} is the same with orte described previously, subscript t and t-At
indicate time and [KP] is a geometric stifness matrix.

In the above equation, the geomelic slilfness matrix is the additional stiffness
matrix to correct the variation of stiffriags in beam elements, which is affected by
the change of axial load {p}.

The Eq.(3) which includes the effect of vertical motion of fuel assembly is
solved by the horizontal time-history analysis.
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Fig.10 Combination of vertical and horizontal seismic analysis
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Evaluation Results

The simulation analyses were performed for each test by the developed
method. The simulation results for th« representative tests are shown as foltows.

Simulation Results of the Vertical Vibration Test with the Shaking Table

Simulation analyses of the vibration
test with the shaking table were
performed. Fig. 11 shows the relation
between the vibration acceleration and
the hopping height.

The hopping occurs with the
acceleration 1.2G in the test result and
by the evaluation.

The axial load 0.49KN corresponds
to 20% of the weight of the lightened
fuel assembly used in the test. So
when the acceleration on the fuel
assembly exceeds the weight of the
fuel assembly and the axial load, the
fuel assembly hops.
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Vibration acceleration (G)

Fig. 11 Relation between hopping height
and vibration acceleration
(holddown force=0.49kN)

The advanced evaluation method simulates the hopping phenomenon
appropriately, and calculates the hopping height observed in the test
conservatively.

Simulation result of the vertical vibration test with the horizontally pre-
deformed fuel assembly

Simulation analyses of the vertical
vibration test with the horizontally pre- f
deformed fuel assembly were f
performed. As with the test, the effect |
of the horizontal deformation on the f
vertical response was negligible. J
Therefore, simulation analyses were |
performed as follows. g

Firstly, the vertical response of the f
non-deformed fuel assembly was
calculated. The vertical amplitude and
the time-history variation of the axial
force on each span of fuel assembly
were obtained by this calculation.
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Fig.12 Vertical amplitude of top nozzle
(Vibration frequency: about 60Hz)

Secondary, the horizontal response was calculated considering the pre-
deformation and the axial force calculated above.

Fig. 12 shows the top nozzle vertical amplitude when the fuel assembly is
vibrated vertically with the vertical natural frequency.

The amplitude by the analysis is conservative compared with the test.
Fig. 13 shows the 5* grid's horizontal amplitude when the fuel assembly is

vibrated with the horizontal natural frequency in vertical direction.
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The horizontal amplitude by the

analysis becomes larger with the
increase of the horizontal pre-
defcwmation as with the test. The
amplitude by the analysis is
conservative compared with the test.
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Simulation result of the drop test with the horizontally pre-deformed fuel
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The drop test with the horizontally
pre-deformed fuel assembly was ateo
analyzed by the advanced method.

Firstly, the drop analysis is
performed. The vertical displacement
and the time-history variation of the
impact force on the bottom nozzle and
the each span of the fuel assembly
were obtained by this calculation.
Secondary, the horizontal response
was calculated considering the pre-
deformation and the impact force
calculated above.

Fig. 14 shows the relation between
the drop height and the bottom nozzle impact force. The impact force by analysis
is conservative compared with that obtained from the test.
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Fig. 14 Bottom nozzle impact force

Conclusion

Various mechanical tests using the mock-up fuel assembly were performed to
confirm the hopping behavior, the mutual effects between the vertical and the
horizontal vibration, and so on.

As the results, the foHowings were realized.
- The effect of the horizontal response on the vertical response is small.
- The efftoct of the vertical response on the horizontal response is also small

basically.
- Only in the case that the vertical vibration applies on the fuel assembly with

the low frequency around the horizontal natural frequency, the horizontal
response slightly increase.

The advanced evaluation method was developed based on the test results, and
verified by the comparison with the tests. It's confirmed that the advanced analysis
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method developed by MHI is appropriate for evaluating fuel assembly seismic
response.
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